Prdm16-mediated H3K9 methylation controls fibro-adipogenic progenitors identity during skeletal muscle repair
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H3K9 methylation maintains cell identity orchestrating stable silencing and anchoring of alternate fate genes within the heterochromatin compartment underneath the nuclear lamina (NL). However, how cell type–specific genomic regions are specifically targeted to the NL is still elusive. Using fibro-adipogenic progenitors (FAPs) as a model, we identified Prdm16 as a nuclear envelope protein that anchors H3K9-methylated chromatin in a cell-specific manner. We show that Prdm16 mediates FAP developmental capacities by orchestrating lamina-associated domain organization and heterochromatin sequestration at the nuclear periphery. We found that Prdm16 localizes at the NL where it cooperates with the H3K9 methyltransferases G9a/GLP to mediate tethering and silencing of myogenic genes, thus repressing an alternative myogenic fate in FAPs. Genetic and pharmacological disruption of this repressive pathway confers to FAP myogenic competence, preventing fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles. In summary, we reveal a druggable mechanism of heterochromatin perinuclear sequestration exploitable to reprogram FAPs in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

Cellular identity is specified by cell-specific transcription factors and maintained by epigenetic mechanisms. Beyond restricted activation of lineage-specific genes, alternative transcriptional programs must be repressed to specify a defined differentiation path. Emerging evidences indicate that this is achieved by embedding alternate fate genes into the silent heterochromatic compartment underneath the nuclear lamina (NL) to ensure their repression (1, 2). Genomic regions associated with the NL, or lamina-associated domains (LADs), are generally transcriptionally inactive and enriched for repressive histone marks, particularly H3K9me2/3 (histone H3 Lysine 9 di- and tri-methylation) (3). Consequently, disruption of H3K9 Lysine (K) methyltransferases (KMTs), which deposit H3K9me2 [G9a/GLP (G9a-like protein 1)] and H3K9me3 [SETDB1 (SET domain bifurcated 1)/SUV39h1 (Suppressor of variegation 3-9 Homolog 1)], has been shown to impair gene silencing and chromatin positioning at the nuclear periphery (2, 4). Although perinuclear chromatin sequestration is a dynamic process that changes with cell type–specific gene expression (1, 5–8), the mechanisms through which this is achieved in a cell-specific manner are poorly understood. H3K9 KMTs are generally ubiquitously expressed, and no nuclear envelope protein has yet been identified that anchors H3K9-methylated chromatin in a cell-specific manner. The answer to this question might pave the way for the development of strategies to specifically unlock defined lineages in adult stem cells and enlarge their plasticity for regenerative purposes (9). H3K9 KMTs represent an epigenetic barrier for reprogramming to pluripotency (10), but whether they also impede direct cell conversion in adult stem cells is still rather unexplored. If so, then inhibition of H3K9 methylation could be a way to reprogram tissue-specific progenitors and/or to revert pathological plasticity observed in diseased tissues.

We sought to address this issue in a population of mesenchymal, multipotent, stromal cells, named fibro-adipogenic progenitors (FAPs), whose developmental plasticity has been linked to skeletal muscle pathological phenotypes, such as heterotopic ossification (11), impaired myogenesis (12–14), excessive extracellular matrix (ECM) (15–17), and fat accumulation (18). FAPs are developmentally distinct from muscle stem cells (MuSCs) and have been defined as nonmyogenic bipotent progenitors able to give rise, in vitro and in vivo, to fibroblasts and adipocytes (19, 20). In the context of skeletal muscle repair, FAPs quickly proliferate and expand, supporting MuSC-mediated regeneration and homeostasis through paracrine mechanisms (14, 16, 19, 21, 22). By contrast, in chronically damaged or dystrophic muscles, FAPs accumulate and differentiate into fibroblasts and adipocytes thus becoming the source of fibrotic and fat infiltrates that replace muscle tissue in degenerating muscles (13, 16, 20, 23–25). Therefore, these cells represent a relevant cellular target to test whether perturbation of heterochromatin components can be exploited to specifically reprogram cell identity toward therapeutically relevant fates.

Here, we show that G9a/GLP-mediated H3K9me2 deposition silences an alternative myogenic transcriptional program in FAPs.
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We demonstrate that this is achieved in cooperation with Prdm16, a FAP-enriched factor that targets H3K9me2 at muscle-specific loci. We disclose here a previously unidentified role of Prdm16 (PR domain-containing 16) as a cell-specific tether of heterochromatin to the nuclear envelope. We show that Prdm16 localizes at the NL where it orchestrates LAD organization and heterochromatin sequestration at the nuclear periphery. We show that either genetic ablation or pharmacological inhibition of Prdm16-G9a/GLP axis reprograms FAPs toward myogenesis in vivo, preventing their adipogenic specification and the fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles.

RESULTS

G9a/GLP silence a myogenic developmental program in FAPs

To investigate the role of H3K9 KMTs in the regulation of FAP developmental plasticity, we first examined their expression levels in FAPs (CD31+/CD45+/Ter119−/α7integrin−/Sca1+/eGFP+) and MuSCs (CD31+/CD45+/Ter119−/α7integrin−/Sca1+/eGFP−) derived from skeletal muscles of PDGFRα-H2B::eGFP (platelet-derived growth factor receptor α-histone 2B::enhanced green fluorescent protein) mice (fig. S1, A and B), a murine model that allows selective separation of these different populations due to the FAP-specific expression of PDGFRα in adult skeletal muscle (19, 20, 22, 26). Western blot (WB) analysis demonstrated that Suv39h1 levels are similar in FAPs and MuSCs, while SETDB1 was considerably enriched in MuSCs and G9a/GLP particularly expressed in FAPs (Fig. 1, A and B). Rather, global levels of the different methylated forms of H3K9 (H3K9me1, H3K9me2, and H3K9me3) were substantially similar in FAPs and MuSCs (fig. S1C), as expected in light of the well-known redundancy of the four H3K9 KMTs in catalyzing the different levels of methylation (27). In view of their marked enrichment in FAPs, we next focused on the role of G9a and GLP in mediating FAP differentiation potentials. To this end, we performed small interfering RNA (siRNA)–mediated knockdown (KD) of G9a (siG9a), GLP (siGLP), and both (siG9a/GLP) (fig. S1, D and E) and tested FAP developmental capacities ex vivo, by culturing them in proadipogenic differentiation medium (DM), as previously described (19, 20). Inspection of GFP fluorescence indicated that, under all tested conditions, FAPs derived from PDGFRα-H2B::eGFP were 100% positive, confirming that we isolated and cultured only FAPs derived from PDGFRα-H2B::eGFP mice (Fig. 1H), as already reported (19). This evidence further indicates that our cultures do not contain myogenic cells per se. Rather, it suggests that cell cycle exit imposed by the low-serum conditions of the myogenic medium is not conducive for the siG9a/GLP-induced fate switch, as compared to the high serum–containing adipogenic medium. This agrees with the concept that cell fate reprogramming is more efficient in highly proliferative cells and progression along the cell cycle is needed to reset chromatin signatures (29, 30), especially those particularly stable and abundant such as the G9a/GLP-deposited histone mark H3K9me2.

Accordingly, we found that the regulatory genomic loci of myogenic genes (Myod1 transcriptional start site, TSS; Myod1 core enhancer, CE; Desmin, Des) were considerably enriched in H3K9me2 in FAPs, as compared to MuSCs (Fig. 1H), in line with their repressed status (19). By contrast, H3K9me2 levels on Fabp4 locus, encoding an adipogenic marker (31), were higher in MuSCs than FAPs (Fig. 1H). Moreover, H3K9me2 levels specifically decreased at myogenic loci upon depletion of G9a/GLP, as compared to Ptn1 and Fabp4 loci and to a region constitutively enriched (R15) of H3K9me2 (Fig. 1I). Together, these data indicate that G9a/GLP-mediated H3K9 methylation is responsible to maintain the stable repression of a myogenic transcriptional program in FAPs and to control their fibro-adipogenic identity.

Prdm16 localizes at the NL

GLP has been shown to be recruited on muscle-specific genes by the zinc-finger transcription factor Prdm16, which controls a bidirectional cell fate switch between skeletal muscle and brown fat cells in a population of embryonic precursors (31, 32). This notion, together with the evidence that FAPs specifically express Prdm16, as compared to MuSCs (Fig. 2, A and B), stimulated our interest in investigating a possible interplay between Prdm16 and G9a/GLP in these cells. To this end, we first demonstrated, by proximity ligation assay (PLA), that GLP and Prdm16 interact in FAPs (Fig. 2, C and D, and fig. S2A). As a PLA-positive control, we assessed G9a/GLP proximity (fig. S2, B and C). Prdm16–GLP PLA showed a peculiar localization of interacting dots toward the nuclear periphery (Fig. 2C). This observation was confirmed by quantification of the number of interacting dots in contact with nuclear edges, which was significantly higher in the Prdm16/GLP PLA than in G9a/GLP PLA (Fig. 2D). This indicates that while G9a and GLP interact predominantly in the nuclear interior (fig. S2, B and C), as already reported in other cells (28), Prdm16 and GLP interact preferentially at the nuclear periphery. This finding led us to speculate that Prdm16–G9a/GLP complex might have a role at the NL. In line with this idea, coinmunoprecipitation (co-IP) studies demonstrated the reciprocal physical interaction between Prdm16 and the nuclear LaminB, together with G9a and GLP (Fig. 2E). In addition, confocal microscopy revealed Prdm16 colocalization with the nuclear LaminB in FAPs (Fig. 2F). We also noted a cytoplasmic signal for Prdm16, in agreement with its described cytosolic function as an H3K9 monomethyltransferase on free histone H3 (33). We confirmed this peripheral localization in other Prdm16-expressing cells, such as the murine fibroblasts.
Fig. 1. G9a/GLP silence a myogenic developmental program in FAPs (see also fig. S1). (A and B) Representative images of WB analysis for the H3K9 KMTs (GLP, G9a, SETDB1, and Suv39h1) in FAPs and MuSCs isolated from hindlimb muscles of PDGFRα-H2B:eGFP (as described in fig. S1, A and B). PDGFRα has been used as a marker of FAPs, while Pax7 has been used as a marker of MuSCs. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh) is shown as a loading control. Graph (B) shows quantification of densitometry results from \( n = 3 \) mice, means ± SEM. (C) Representative images of immunofluorescence (IF) for MyHC (red) and GFP autofluorescence (green) of PDGFRα::GFP + FAPs cultured in growth medium (GM) and induced to differentiate in adipogenic DM. Nuclei are counterstained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (blue), and phase contrast images are shown on the right. Scale bars, 100 μm. (D and E) Representative WB images and relative quantification of densitometry results (\( n = 3 \) mice, means ± SEM) (E) of the indicated proteins in control FAPs (siScr) and FAPs upon G9a/GLP KD (siG9a/GLP), cultured as in (C). (F and G) qRT-PCR analysis of adipogenic (F) and myogenic (G) transcripts in siScr and siG9a/GLP FAPs cultured in GM. Histograms show the mean log2-fold change value derived from \( n \geq 3 \) mice (±SEM). (H and I) H3K9me2 chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP)–quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis on the indicated regions in FAPs (blue bars) and MuSCs (red bars) cells (H) and in siScr and siG9a/GLP FAPs (H). Enrichment is expressed as a percentage of input (% input), and the histogram shows the mean value obtained on different chromatin preparations from cells isolated from \( n \geq 3 \) mice. Immunoglobulin G (IgG) was used as negative control of enrichment. Data are shown as means ± SEM. Statistical significance was assessed by two-tailed \( t \) test, unpaired in (B), and paired in (E) to (G) and (I) and by two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test, in (H). P values are shown on the graphs. A.U., arbitrary units; ns, not significant.
WT-1 brown preadipocytes (fig. S2D), and after overexpression of a FLAG-tagged form in FAPs (fig. S2E) and 293T cells (fig. S2F), suggesting a conserved function of Prdm16 at the NL.

In further support of this evidence, biochemical fractionation confirmed that G9a, GLP, and Prdm16 preferentially segregate in the nuclear matrix fraction, enriched in LaminB and LaminA/C, in FAPs (Fig. 2G). Together, these data led us to reveal a previously unreported subnuclear localization of Prdm16, which intrinsically localizes at the nuclear periphery.

Prdm16 mediates genome-NL interactions and peripheral localization of H3K9me2-marked heterochromatin

The specific enrichment of Prdm16 at the nuclear envelope, together with the evidence that it interacts with nuclear lamins, prompted us to investigate a potential role of Prdm16 in mediating genome-NL interactions in FAPs. To this end, we mapped LADs in FAPs upon genetic ablation of Prdm16. We generated a FAP-specific Prdm16 conditional knockout (cKO) mouse model (Prdm16<sup>Flox/Flox</sup> ::<sup>Pdgfrα</sup>Cre-ERT/<sup>+</sup>) from which, after tamoxifen (TMX)–induced recombination, we isolated FAPs, hereafter referred to as FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup>. As controls, we used FAPs isolated from TMX-treated Prdm16<sup>Flox/Flox</sup> ::<sup>Pdgfrα</sup>Cre-ERT/<sup>+</sup> littermates (referred to as FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup>) (Fig. 3A). WB analysis confirmed depletion of Prdm16 protein in FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup>, as compared to FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup> (Fig. 3B). LADs were mapped by LaminB chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) in FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup> and FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup> and defined using the enriched domain detector (EDD) tool (34). We observed 26.14% of LaminB occupancy genome-wide in FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup> that corresponded to 3007 targeted genes (Fig. 3C). Notably, depletion of Prdm16 markedly affected the percentage of LADs occupancy (12.46%) in FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup>, corresponding to a much lower number of targeted genes (1680) (Fig. 3C). Moreover, LADs were narrower in FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup> cells as compared to FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup> (Fig. 3, D and E), indicating that Prdm16 has a role in mediating interactions between genome and the NL. Then, in light of its interaction with G9a/GLP at the nuclear periphery (Fig. 2, C and D), which we found was abolished in FAPs depleted of Prdm16 (fig. S3A), we reasoned that Prdm16 might function to specifically mediate H3K9me2 deposition at the NL. To test this, we first mapped the genome-wide localization of H3K9me2 by performing ChIP-seq in FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup> and FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup>. Consistent with previous results (1, 7, 35), we found H3K9me2 marked domains spanning 0.5 to 1 Mb (fig. S3B) and encompassing 19.8% of the genome in FAPs<sup>Ctrl</sup>. By contrast, FAPs<sup>Prdm16cKO</sup> showed narrower H3K9me2-enriched domains and a slight, yet
significant, decrease in genome-wide occupancy (13.75%) (fig. S3B), which resulted in a reduced number of genes marked by H3K9me2, as compared to FAPs_{Ctrl}, suggesting that Prdm16 regulates H3K9me2 localization, rather than global levels. Notably, Prdm16 depletion induced a reduction in the extent of genome-wide overlap between H3K9me2 and LaminB domains (Fig. 3, G and H, and fig. S3D). While, in FAPs_{Ctrl}, around 60% of LADs were covered by H3K9me2 (P = 2 × 10^{-235}), in FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}, the overlap decreased to less than 20% with a much lower P value (P = 2 × 10^{-18}) (Fig. 3, G and H, and fig. S3D), supporting a role for Prdm16 in mediating the tethering of H3K9me2-marked chromatin at the NL. In further support of this, quantification of the radial H3K9me2 immunofluorescence intensity

---

**Fig. 3. Prdm16 mediates genome-NL interactions and peripheral localization of heterochromatin (see also fig. S3).** (A) Breeding scheme to conditionally ablate Prdm16 in FAPs. All mice were treated for five consecutive days with TMX. After 7 days, muscle regeneration was induced with cardiotoxin (CTX) and muscles and FAPs isolated 5 days postinjury (d.p.i.). (B) WB analysis and relative quantification (from n = 4 mice) of Prdm16 in FAPs_{Ctrl} and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}. Tubulin is shown as a loading control. (C) Venn’s diagram showing overlap between LaminB ChIP-seq targets in FAPs_{Ctrl} and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}. (D) Boxplots representing distribution of LaminB peak widths (in megabases) in FAPs_{Ctrl} and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}. Statistical significance has been assessed by Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test. (E) Representative genome tracks of input-normalized LaminB ChIP-seq in FAPs_{Ctrl} (blue) and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO} (yellow) on chromosome 7, as an example. Black bars indicate regions defined as LADs. (F) Venn’s diagram showing overlap between H3K9me2 ChIP-seq targets in FAPs_{Ctrl} and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}. (G) Histogram showing the mean percentage of LADs covered by each H3K9me2 ChIP-seq replicate (n = 3), in FAPs_{Ctrl} (gray bars) and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO} (green bars) cells. Statistical significance has been assessed by t test. (H) Heatmap showing P values of the overlaps (hypergeometric test) between the indicated datasets. (I) Schematic representation of the radial quantification performed in (J), using the ImageJ radial profile angle plugin, on a defined cone area of 20° placed on one radial direction along the major axis (A to B) of the nucleus. Representative plots are shown in fig. S3E. (J) Dot plot showing individual values of H3K9me2 fluorescence intensity within each distance range from the center (0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 μm) in FAPs_{Ctrl} (n = 64) and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO} (n = 63). Dashed line indicates fluorescence background. Data are derived from n = 2 mice per group. Statistical significance has been assessed by two-way ANOVA with Sidak’s multiple comparisons test. (K) Representative confocal images of H3K9me2 (red) and DRAQ5 (blue) immunofluorescence on FAPs_{Ctrl} and FAPs_{Prdm16cKO}. Scale bars, 5 μm. P values are shown on the graphs.
when induced to differentiate ex vivo, FAPs program in FAPs, via deposition of H3K9 methylation. Accordingly, trolling FAP identity by maintaining silent an alternative myogenic depletion. Together, these results clearly implicate Prdm16 in con-

not even changes in H3K9me2 (Fig. 4E and fig. S4G) upon Prdm16 depletion. Fabp4 did not show this enrichment and loci encoding muscle-specific myosins (fig. S4F). By contrast, an

To this end, we first performed a clonal analysis on FAPs Ctrl and FAPs Prdm16cKO (59 clones). However, FAPs Ctrl formed only fibro and fibro-adipogenic progenies, as previously reported (19), while 40% of FAPs Prdm16cKO formed myogenic colonies, at expenses of the fibro-adipogenic clones (Fig. 4A and fig. S4A). In agreement with this observation, among the statistically significant–affected pathways found in the RNA-seq performed on FAPs Ctrl versus FAPs Prdm16cKO (table S1 and data file S1), GSEA revealed a positive correlation with the hallmark “myogenesis,” together with a negative association with the “adipogenesis” signature (Fig. 4B). Notably, the master myogenic transcription factor Myod1 was among the up-regulated genes in FAPs Prdm16cKO (Fig. 4C and fig. S4B), and GSEA (fig. S4C) revealed a positive correlation between genes up-regulated in FAPs, upon Prdm16 depletion, and genes induced by MyoD (Myogenic Differentiation 1) ectopic expression in fibroblasts (36). Accordingly, RNA-seq revealed up-regulation of known MyoD target genes, such as Myog and Des (fig. S4D). In line with this evidence, cardinal myogenic genes belonging to gene ontology terms related to myogenesis were detected among the H3K9me2-marked regions (table S2), while none was detected within the adipogenesis signature. Moreover, decreased H3K9me2 occupancy was observed at the regulatory regions of key myogenic factors, in line with their transcriptional activation. Prdm16 depletion induced reduction of H3K9me2 levels at the CE of Myod1 (Fig. 4, D and E), a well-known regulatory element –20-kb upstream of TSS (37). Similarly, H3K9me2 levels were found reduced –5-kb upstream of Des TSS (Fig. 4E and fig. S4E) in FAPs Prdm16cKO, as well as along the loci encoding muscle-specific myosins (fig. S4F). By contrast, an adipogenic-specific gene (Fabp4) did not show this enrichment and not even changes in H3K9me2 (Fig. 4E and fig. S4G) upon Prdm16 depletion. Together, these results clearly implicate Prdm16 in controlling FAP identity by maintaining silent an alternative myogenic program in FAPs, via deposition of H3K9 methylation. Accordingly, when induced to differentiate ex vivo, FAPs Prdm16cKO formed myotubes and fewer adipocytes, while FAPs Ctrl differentiated massively into adipocytes (Fig. 4, F and G). WB (Fig. 4, I and J) and qRT-PCR (fig. S4, H and I) analyses confirmed up-regulation of myogenic markers and down-regulation of adipogenic markers.

To provide further support of the capacity of FAPs Prdm16cKO to fully execute muscle differentiation program in vivo, we transplanted FAPs Ctrl and FAPs Prdm16cKO into Mdx (C57BL/10ScSn-Dmd-mdx J) mice, in which myofibers do not express dystrophin (Dys), and assessed their capacity to form Dys+ myofibers (Fig. 4K). We reasoned that in this experimental setting, Dys+ myofibers could only derive from the transplanted FAPs (Dmd+/-) that eventually entered and executed myogenesis. Few Dys+ fibers were observed in Mdx mice transplanted with FAPs Ctrl (Fig. 4, L and M), in agreement with the reported presence of revertant fibers in these mice (38). Notably, in Mdx muscles that received FAPs Prdm16cKO, the amount of Dys+ myofibers increased significantly (Fig. 4, L and M). Moreover, transplantation of FAPs Prdm16cKO induced a reduction in the amount of Perilipin infiltration observed in dystrophic muscles, as compared to those transplanted with FAPs Ctrl (Fig. 4, N and O). Together, these results indicate that depletion of Prdm16 induces FAP fate to switch toward myogenesis, impairing their capacity to differentiate into adipocytes also in vivo.

Then, to assess the impact of the acquisition of myogenic competence by FAPs depleted of Prdm16 in the muscle repair process, we analyzed muscle regeneration in Prdm16 Flox/Flox::Pdgfra Cre-ERT/+ (Prdm16 KO) and Prdm16 Flox/Flox::Pdgfra Cre-ERT/+ (Control, Ctrl) mice, upon TMX-induced recombination and after cardiotoxin (CTX)–induced muscle damage. Immunostaining of muscles 3, 5, 7, and 21 days postinjury (d.p.i.) revealed that while at 21 d.p.i., no significant differences in mean myofiber cross-sectional area (CSA) were detectable, Prdm16 KO myofibers displayed an enlarged CSA at 3, 5, and 7 d.p.i. (Fig. 5, A and B, and fig. S4J). Nonetheless, an increased number of fibers with larger caliber were evident in muscles derived from Prdm16 KO at all analyzed time points, as compared to Ctrl (fig. S4J). Analysis of the percentage of newly formed fibers [positive for the embryonic isoform of MyHC (eMyHC+)'] demonstrated that muscles derived from Prdm16 KO mice started to regenerate earlier than control muscles, as at 3 d.p.i., a timing at which most of the fibers are still in necrosis, eMyHC+ myofibers were already detectable as compared to Ctrl (Fig. 5, A and C). At later time points instead, we observed a decreased percentage of eMyHC+ myofibers in Prdm16 KO muscles (Fig. 5, A and C). Together, these evidences led us to conclude that Prdm16 FAP-specific ablation induces an overall acceleration of the regenerative process. This idea is further supported by the evidence that Prdm16 KO muscles have a higher percentage of centrally nucleated fibers at 21 d.p.i. (Fig. 5D), as compared to controls. This result corroborates our notion that FAP-specific depletion of Prdm16 promotes myogenesis, at least in part, by inducing FAP reprogramming toward the myogenic lineage, at expenses of their adipogenic capacity. In agreement with this, we observed a strong reduction of Perilipin+ infiltrating cells in Prdm16 KO muscles 5 d.p.i., as opposed to controls (Fig. 5, E and F). This reduction was also evident 21 d.p.i. in the experimental model of fatty infiltration induced by intramuscular glycerol injection (Fig. 5, G and H), further supporting our conclusion that Prdm16 depletion leads FAPs to diverge from their adipogenic specification.

G9a/GLP-dependent H3K9me2 confines Myod1 at the NL in FAPs

Our results indicate a role for Prdm16-G9a/GLP–dependent H3K9me2 as a mechanism to confine silent myogenic genes within the peripheral heterochromatic layer to enforce repression. To
Fig. 4. Prdm16 ablation reprograms FAPs toward myogenesis (see also fig. S4). (A) Percentage of indicated clones derived from FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl} and FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO} grown clonally for 23 days. (B) GSEA of RNA-seq from FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO}, as compared to FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl}, on myogenesis and adipogenesis gene sets from MSigDB (Molecular Signatures Database) [false discovery rate (FDR), <0.2]. Normalized enriched score (NES) is shown on the plots. (C) Representative tracks of RNA-seq from \((n = 2)\) FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl} and FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO} on Myod1. (D) Genome tracks of input-normalized H3K9me2 ChIP-seq in FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl} and FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO} on Myod1. (E) Representative images for dystrophin staining (Dys2; red) and DAPI (blue) of Mdx muscles transplanted with FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl} and FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO} 3 d.p.i. Scale bars, 50 µm. (F) Representative images of MyHC (green), Perilipin (red), and DAPI (blue) immunofluorescence in FAPs\textsuperscript{Ctrl} and in FAPs\textsuperscript{Prdm16KO} cultured as in (F). (G) Experimental design of transplants shown in (L) to (O). (H) Mean number of total Dys2\textsuperscript{+} fibers/tibialis anterior (TA) shown in (L) \((n = 3\) mice, ±SEM). Statistical significance has been assessed by unpaired t test in (G), (H), (J), (M), and (O) and by two-way ANOVA with Sidak's multiple comparisons test in (E). P values are shown on the graphs.
functionally demonstrate this, we assessed subnuclear localization of the genomic loci of the master myogenic transcription factor Myod1 by DNA in situ hybridization combined with immunofluorescence analysis upon treatment with a potent and specific inhibitor of G9a/GLP, A-366 (median inhibitory concentration of 3.3 nM for G9a and 38 nM for GLP) (39). Since it is known that G9a/GLP exist mostly as heteromeric complex in cells and that the enzymatic activity of G9a is more important for the in vivo KMT function than that of GLP (28), A-366 appears as a suitable chemical probe to explore the effect of G9a/GLP enzymatic inhibition in our models. Accordingly, A-366 treatment specifically reduced H3K9me2 global levels in FAPs (Fig. 6A). Notably, while, in untreated FAPs, Myod1 genomic loci were found in close proximity with NL, A-366 treatment induced a significant relocalization of Myod1 genomic regions toward the nuclear interior (Fig. 6, B and C). Notably, this was accompanied by Myod1 transcriptional induction (Fig. 6D) and the consequent capacity of FAPs to spontaneously enter the muscle terminal differentiation program, as assessed by the formation of MyHC+ myotubes (Fig. 6E). This result further supports a role for H3K9 dimethylation as the epigenetic pathway that confines repressed genomic loci within the silent perinuclear compartment.

**FAPs participate to skeletal myogenesis in vivo upon inhibition of G9a/GLP**

To test whether acquisition of myogenic competence upon pharmacological inhibition of G9a/GLP might be exploited to induce FAPs to participate to myogenesis in vivo, we treated PDGFRα-H2B::eGFP mice with A-366, or vehicle as control (Ctrl), upon CTX-induced injury and analyzed muscles 5 d.p.i. (Fig. 7A). In a preliminary experiment, A-366 was intraperitoneally administered at two different doses: 0.2 and 2 mg/kg. Since the regimen (2 mg/kg) was well tolerated and was slightly more effective in reducing H3K9me2 global levels in skeletal muscle (fig. S5A), all further experiments were performed at this higher dosage.
Notably, despite the fact that G9a/GLP inhibition did not affect the total number of GFP+ cells present upon injury (fig. S5B), A-366–treated muscles displayed a significant amount of GFP+ nuclei inside myofibers, as compared to control muscles (Fig. 7, B and C), suggesting participation of PDGFRα+ cells to regeneration. Costaining with Myogenin (MyoG) confirmed that A-366 promoted the acquisition of myogenic traits in PDGFRα+ cells, as we detected a significant number of GFP+ cells coexpressing Myogenin, both in interstitial space and inside myofibers, as compared to both injured and uninjured control muscles (Fig. 7, B and D). To rule out the possibility that this could be caused by myogenic cells that derepress PDGFRα upon A-366 treatment, we analyzed PDGFRα levels in both FAPs and MuSCs isolated from Ctrl- and A-366–treated muscles (Fig. S5C). We also noted a small amount of GFP+ nuclei inside myofibers induced by injury in Ctrl-treated muscles, as compared to those found within myofibers in MuSCs upon A-366 delivery (fig. S5C). We also found several GFP+ nuclei attached to eMyHC+ structure often within a larger Laminin+ fiber. We speculate that these are so-called ghost fibers (41), in which FAPs and myogenic cells start to proliferate and to cooperate to form new myofibers, as evidence by...
Fig. 7. FAPs participate to skeletal myogenesis in vivo upon inhibition of G9a/GLP (see also fig. S5). (A) Experimental design: Upon CTX-induced muscle regeneration, a group of PDGFRα-H2B:eGFP mice was treated daily with A-366, while another with vehicle as control (n = 3 mice per group). Muscles and FAPs were isolated 5 d.p.i. (B) Representative images of immunostaining for GFP (green), MyoG (red), Laminin (gray), and DAPI (blue) on TA cryosections of mice treated as in (A). Arrowheads highlight GFP⁺/MyoG⁺. Scale bars, 50 μm. (C) Mean number of GFP⁺ nuclei inside a myofiber/field. n = 3 mice (± SEM). (D) Mean number of GFP⁺/MyoG⁺ nuclei/field in muscles shown in (B), as found interstitial (green) or inside myofibers (orange). n = 3 mice (± SEM). (E) Representative images of immunostaining for GFP (green), Laminin (gray), eMyHC (red), and DAPI (blue) on cryosections of Ctrl and A-366–treated mice, 5 d.p.i. Scale bars, 20 μm. (F) Percentage of eMyHC⁺/GFP⁺ fibers in Ctrl- and A-366–treated mice shown in (E). n = 3 mice (means ± SEM). Statistical significance has been assessed by one-way ANOVA in (C), two-way ANOVA in (D), and unpaired t test in (F) and (I). P values are shown on the graphs.

the proximity with eMyHC⁺ structures (Fig. 7, E and F). Together, these evidences further support our conclusion that GFP⁺-FAPs actively participate to myogenesis. Accordingly, FAPs freshly isolated from A-366–treated mice expressed Myod1 (fig. S5G), as compared to cells isolated from Ctrl mice, further demonstrating that these cells activated the myogenic program. FAPs from A-366–treated mice differentiated into MyHC⁺ myotubes once cultured ex vivo, also displaying a reduced capacity to form adipocytes, as compared to control cells (fig. S5H).

To provide further support of the capacity of FAPs to fully execute muscle differentiation program in vivo upon G9a/GLP inhibition, we transplanted FAPs isolated from PDGFRα-H2B::eGFP mice treated with A-366, or vehicle as control, into Mdx recipients mice (fig. S5I) and assessed for their ability to form Dys⁺ myofibers. Coo staining for GFP allowed us to discriminate fibers derived from PDGFRα⁺ cells (Dys⁺/GFP⁺) from revertant (Dys⁺/GFP⁻) ones. Notably, while the number of the revertant fibers was similar in muscles that received FAPs-Ctrl and FAPs–A-366, Dys⁺/GFP⁺ fibers were only detectable in muscles transplanted with FAPs derived from A-366–treated mice (fig. S5, J and K), further demonstrating that G9a/GLP inhibition instructs FAPs to execute the muscle differentiation program.

Last, to unequivocally demonstrate the capacity of FAPs to participate directly to myogenesis in vivo upon inhibition of G9a/GLP, we performed FAP-lineage tracing. To this end, we took advantage of Osr1GCE-/-;R26RmTnG² mice to trace FAP fate in vivo, in light of previous evidence demonstrating that the transcription factor Odd-skipped related 1 (Osr1) is specifically expressed by FAPs during muscle injury repair (42, 43). In this inducible murine model, TMX administration results in Osr1-expressing cells (FAPs), as well as their progeny, to be permanently labeled by membrane GFP (mGFP). To trace FAP fate upon inhibition of G9a/GLP, we administered TMX, and we concomitantly induced intramuscular injury with CTX to tibialis anterior (TA). After the second day of TMX injection and 2 days of recovery, we then treated a group of mice with vehicle [as control (Ctrl)] and another group of mice with A-366 for five consecutive days. At day 10 after injury, TA was collected and analyzed (Fig. 7G).

In agreement with our previous results, immunofluorescence analysis for Laminin and mGFP revealed the presence of a significant percentage of myofibers (Laminin⁺) coexpressed with mGFP in muscles derived from A-366–treated mice (Fig. 7, H and I), compared to Ctrl-treated animals, indicating the contribution of Osr1⁻⁻FAPs to the formation of myofibers. These results further confirm that FAPs can directly participate to myogenesis in vivo upon G9a/GLP inhibition.

**G9a/GLP inhibition promotes skeletal muscle regeneration and prevents fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles**

We next explored the therapeutic potential of G9a/GLP inhibition on the overall muscle regeneration process. We observed that a 5-day treatment of wild-type mice with A-366 increased myofibers’ CSA (fig. S6, A and B) and decreased the percentage of immature (eMyHC⁺) myofibers (fig. S6, A and C) in CTX-injured muscles, thus suggesting an overall improvement of the muscle repair process. This prompted us to test whether G9a/GLP inhibition could be exploited to ameliorate regeneration and to prevent fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles in Mdx mice, the murine model of Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Young Mdx (1.5 months old) mice were treated with A-366 daily for 45 days, while the control group was treated with vehicle (Fig. 8A). No toxic effect, as measured by body weight assessment and clinical inspection, was detected during the treatment (fig. S6D). Notably, muscles derived from A-366–treated Mdx mice displayed an increased CSA when compared to those isolated from Ctrl mice (Fig. 8, B and C, and fig. S6E, F and G) and an increased number of centrally nucleated myofibers (Fig. 8D), indicating myonuclear incorporation and improved myogenesis. This was accompanied by a treatment-dependent reduction in fibrotic infiltration, assessed by Collagen3A immunofluorescence in both hindlimb muscles (TA; Fig. 8, E and G) and diaphragm (Fig. 8, F and H), and by Sirius Red (fig. S6, H and I). Moreover, immunostaining for Perilipin (Fig. 8, I and J) and Oil Red O (fig. S6, J and K) highlighted a significant reduction also in the adipogenic infiltration. Together, these results support a therapeutic potential for G9a/GLP inhibitors to preserve muscle tissue and to prevent fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles.

**DISCUSSION**

We report here a role for Prdm16 as a regulator of heterochromatin assembly at the NL in FAPs. We demonstrate that Prdm16, in cooperation with the H3K9 methyltransferases G9a and GLP, restricts FAP lineage decision by maintaining the repression of an alternative myogenic developmental program. Mechanistically, we propose that Prdm16, interacting with nuclear lamins and G9a/GLP, regulates H3K9me2 deposition at the nuclear periphery where the master gene of myogenic differentiation Myod1 is confined and silenced. Notably, we found that pharmacological inhibition of G9a/GLP enzymatic activities releases Myod1 loci from the H3K9me2-marked perinuclear silent environment, thus conferring myogenic competence to FAPs.

Our data disclose a previously unreported role for Prdm16 as a FAP-specific heterochromatin anchor to the NL. Different proteins, within either the nuclear envelope or chromatin, have been reported to mediate perinuclear anchoring of heterochromatin in mammals. These comprise LaminB receptor and LaminA/C (44), histone deacetylase (HDAC3) and lamina-associated protein Lap2b (1, 45), PRR14 (Proline Rich 14) (46), Emerin (47), and BAF (Barrier-to-autointegration factor) (48). However, these factors do not show a clear tissue specificity, although their levels can change along differentiation (44), raising the question of how the sequestration and silencing of different genomic regions is achieved in a cell-specific manner. The evidence that genomic domains targeted to the NL have clear tissue specificity, although their levels can change along differentiation (44), suggests that some specificity is encoded within DNA sequence. However, chromatin environment has been also shown to play a major role in the repressive features of lamin-bound regions (49). Whether this depends on cell-specific NL-anchoring proteins is still matter of investigation. Certainly, different cell types display differences in the composition of proteins associated with the nuclear envelope (8, 50). Hence, specificity is plausibly achieved through cell-specific expression of proteins associated with the nuclear membrane that either recognize directly specific DNA motifs or interact with sequence-specific transcription factors. In this scenario, our results identify Prdm16 as an example of a cell-specific protein that can function as a bridge between chromatin and NL to mediate FAP-specific gene expression programs. Prdm16 belongs to the mammalian PRDM methyltransferase family,
whose members are characterized by the combination of a PR-SET [(PRDI–BF1–RIZ1 homologous)/SET] domain with a variable number of Zn-finger repeats, which confer them the capacity to directly bind DNA (27). Our results showing its perinuclear localization (Fig. 2) and dispersion of the peripheral H3K9me2-marked layer in FAPs Prdm16cKO (Fig. 3) are consistent with a role of Prdm16 as an anchor for H3K9me2-marked chromatin at the nuclear periphery and as a regulator of H3K9me2 genomic deposition at lineage-specific loci. An analogous NL-tethering role for PRR14, a perinuclear HP1 (Heterochromatin Protein 1)-binding protein, has been reported (46). Loss of perinuclear H3K9me2 in Prdm16-depleted cells (Fig. 3, J and K) is reminiscent of the detachment from the NL of H3K9me3-enriched domains observed after loss of PRR14 (46). These parallels further corroborate Prdm16 function at the interface between NL and chromatin and are also consistent with previous results showing that Prdm16 and its homolog Prdm3 are required for heterochromatin and NL integrity in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (33).

Beyond its role as an inhibitor of myogenic gene expression through recruitment of H3K9 KMTs [our data and (31)], Prdm16 can act also as a transcriptional activator via interaction with the Mediator complex (51, 52). These apparently conflicting evidence might indeed fit with the proposed model of a "tug-of-war" mechanisms

Fig. 8. G9a/GLP inhibition promotes skeletal muscle regeneration and prevents fibro-adipogenic degeneration of dystrophic muscles (see also fig. S6). (A) Schematic representation of the experimental design. Mdx mice (1.5 months old) (n = 5 per group) were treated daily with intraperitoneal injections of either A-366 (2 mg/kg) or vehicle as control (Ctrl). Muscles were isolated after 45 days of treatment. (B) Representative images of immunofluorescence for laminin (green), with nuclei counterstained in DAPI (blue) on cryosections of TA muscles derived from Mdx mice treated as described in (A). Scale bars, 100 μm. (C) Violin plot showing distribution of the CSA of single myofibers of TA derived from Ctrl- and A-366–treated Mdx mice. n = 5 mice per experimental group. (D) Histograms show the quantification of the percentage of the center-nucleated fibers in muscle derived from Mdx mice treated as described in (A). (E and F) Immunofluorescence for Collagen3A (green) on cryosections of TA (E) and diaphragm (F) of mice treated as in (A). Nuclei were counterstained in DAPI (blue). Scale bars, 50 μm (E) and 100 μm (F). (G) Quantification of Collagen3A immunofluorescence shown in (E). (H) Quantification of Collagen3A immunofluorescence shown in (F). (I) Immunofluorescence for Perilipin (red) on cryosections of TA isolated from mice treated as in (A). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 μm. (J) Quantification of the percentage of Perilipin* area/field on muscles shown in (I). Statistical significance has been assessed by unpaired t test. P values are shown on the graphs.

According to which targeting of genomic regions to the nuclear periphery could have long-distance effects dragging other chromosomal regions toward the transcriptionally active nuclear interior. Hence, Prdm16 might tether H3K9me2-marked heterochromatin to the nuclear periphery and concomitantly induce the localization of other genomic loci within activating domains.

Several lines of evidence indicate that perinuclear sequestration of heterochromatin regulates cell fate restriction during development and differentiation (1, 6, 54). H3K9 KMTs have been implicated in mediating interactions between NL and chromatin in different organisms (4, 54–56). Our results showing that inhibition of G9a/GLP relocalizes Myod1 loci toward a more internal nuclear position (Fig. 6) corroborate the role for G9a-mediated H3K9me2 in reinforcing stable silencing. Accordingly, confinement of the Myod1 locus at the nuclear periphery has been reported as a recurrent mode of action used also by quiescent MuSCs (58) and undifferentiated myoblasts (59) to maintain its repression. It has been extensively demonstrated that MyoD expression is sufficient to transdifferentiate nearly all somatic cells into myogenic cells (60). Thus, we propose that targeting of Prdm16−G9a/GLP–mediated H3K9 methylation in FAPs is a mean to unlock endogenous MyoD for activation and to endow FAPs the competence to myogenesis. Notably, the acquisition of the myogenic differentiation capacity upon disruption of Prdm16−G9a/GLP axis is accompanied by a decreased adipogenic differentiation (Figs. 1 and 4), in line with previous studies reporting that these two differentiation programs are mutually exclusive (61). This evidence suggests that strategies aimed at inhibiting G9a/GLP activity might represent a way to reprogram FAP fate toward myogenesis and, even more importantly, to block their adipogenic differentiation.

Previous works have implicated G9a in the epigenetic repression of muscle genes also in undifferentiated myoblasts. In vitro studies on muscle cell lines reported that G9a contributes to block myogenic differentiation, as well as cell cycle exit, cooperating with other epigenetic repressors [i.e., HDAC1, Suv39h1, and KAP1 (Kruppel-Associated Box Domain)-Associated Protein 1] to create a chromatin environment that prevent transcriptional activation of MyoD target genes (62–64). Moreover, G9a has been shown to directly methylate MyoD (62) and Me2D (Myocyte Enhancer Factor 2D) (65) in proliferating myoblasts, thus antagonizing their activity required to induce muscle genes transcription (60). Thus, we cannot exclude that pharmacological inhibition of G9a/GLP might also affect differentiation of myogenic progenitors. G9a has been recently implicated in preserving MuSCs’ capacity to proliferate and to expand ex vivo by repressing Wnt signaling pathway (66). However, if this also happens in vivo, then it needs further exploration. Nonetheless, when G9a has been ablated in the muscle lineage in mice, no significant changes in muscle regeneration capacity have been detected, questioning a role for G9a in MuSCs in vivo (67). Our observation that G9a/GLP are particularly enriched in FAPs than MuSCs (Fig. 1) suggests that FAPs are the preferential cellular targets of G9a/GLP inhibitors. In summary, our data identified an epigenetic axis of therapeutic relevance and candidate H3K9 KMTs as possible pharmacological targets to enhance endogenous FAP plasticity to promote regeneration and reverse pathologic plasticity observed in dystrophic muscles.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animal studies**

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Department of Biology and Biotechnology of University Sapienza and were communicated to the Italian Ministry of Health and local authorities according to Italian law. These following mouse lines were used in this study, all purchased by the Jackson Laboratory: C57BL/6J (stock no. 000664), C57BL/10ScSn-Dmdmdx/J (Mdx) (stock no. 001801), B6.129S4-Pdgfraf11(EGFP)Sor/J (stock no. 007669), B6.129-Prdm16tm1.1Bsrp/J (stock no. 024992), and B6.N.Cg-Tg(PDGFRace/RERT) 467Dbe/J (stock no. 018280).

Mice were housed and maintained on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle at constant temperature (22° ± 2°C), with a humidity between 50 and 60%, in animal cages with maximum five animals. Food and water were available ad libitum. For muscle regeneration experiments, mice were anesthetized, and muscle injury was induced by intramuscular injection of CTX (Laxotan; 20 μg/ml) dissolved in saline solution. For glycerol injection, 20 μl of 50% glycerol in saline solution was intramuscularly injected in TA.

For A-366 in vivo treatment, mice were treated for the indicated periods with daily intraperitoneal injection of A-366 (at the indicated doses), dissolved in 10% 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin in citrate buffer or 10% H-P-β-cyclodextrin in citrate buffer alone (vehicle) as control. To conditionally induce Cre recombinase in vivo, we intra-peritoneally injected TMX (80 mg/kg per die) with the experimental scheme indicated in figure legends.

**Cell preparation and fluorescence-activated cell sorting**

Cell isolation and labeling were essentially performed as described in (13). Briefly, whole lower hindlimb muscles were carefully isolated, minced, and digested in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with Dispase II (2.4 U/ml; Roche), Collagenase A (2 mg/ml; Roche), 0.4 mM CaCl2, 5 mM MgCl2, and deoxyribonuclease 1 (DNase I) (10 μg/ml; Roche) for 1 hour at 37°C under agitation. Muscle slurries were passed 10 times through a 20-gauge syringe (BD Biosciences). Cell suspension was obtained after three successive cell strainer filtrations with washing buffer [Hanks’ balanced salt solution with 0.2% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% penicillin-streptomycin]. Single-cell suspension was stained with CD45/CD31/Ter119 phycocerythrin (PE) for lineage exclusion, Sca1 (Stem cell antigen 1)-APC (Allophycocyanin) or fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), and α7integrin APC Vio770 or APC, according to the experimental panel design.

Cells were sorted using the FACSARiaIII (Becton Dickinson, BD Biosciences) equipped with 488-, 561-, and 633-nm laser and the FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences, version 6.1.3). Data were analyzed using the FlowJo software (Tree Star, version 9.3.2). Briefly, cells were first gated on the basis of morphology, using forward versus side scatter area parameter, followed by doublet exclusion with morphology parameter area versus width. Starting from the lineage-negative cells (CD45/CD31/Ter119 PE−), the subsets of α7integrinα−
Sca1+, or Sca1+/PDGFRα+ cells were purified. To reduce stress, cells were isolated under gentle conditions using a ceramic nozzle with a size of 100 μm, a low sheath pressure of 1.39 kgf/cm² that maintain the sample pressure at 1.33 kgf/cm² and a maximum acquisition rate of 3000 events/s. Cells were collected in 5-ml polypropylene tubes. Following isolation, an aliquot of each tube of the sorted cells was evaluated for purity at the same instrument resulting in an enrichment of >98 to 99% for each sample. The following antibodies were used for staining CD31-PE (Miltenyi Biotec; 1:25), CD45-PE (Miltenyi Biotec; 1:25), Ter119-PE (Miltenyi Biotec; 1:25), Sca1-FITC (Miltenyi Biotec; 1:25) or Sca-1-APC (eBioscience; 1:25), and α7integrin APC Vio770 (Miltenyi Biotec; 1:20).

Transplantation experiments
For transplantation experiments in Mdx mice, recipient animals were anesthetized via isoflurane inhalation and received intramuscular injections into the TA of 10 μl of CTX (20 μg/ml) for local tissue injury. Twenty-four hours after injury, 20,000 freshly fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)–isolated FAPs, suspended in PBS, were then injected intramuscularly. Muscles were harvested 21 days after transplantation.

Cell culture
Freshly sorted cells were plated on ECM gel–coated dishes (1 mg/ml) in Cyto-Grow (Resnova) complete medium as a growth medium (GM). For adipogenic differentiation (DM) of FAPs, generally after 7 days of GM, cells were exposed for 2 days to adipogenic induction medium [Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 0.5 mM 3-isobutyl-1-methylxanthine, 0.25 mM dexamethasone, and insulin (10 μg/ml)], followed by further 4 days in adipogenic maintenance medium [DMEM, 10% FBS, and insulin (10 μg/ml)]. For myogenic differentiation, 48 hours after siRNA-mediated KD in GM, FAPs were shifted in DMEM + 2% horse serum up to 10 days.

For A-366 in vitro treatment, cells were treated for 48 hours with 1 nM A-366 in GM and then switched in adipogenic DM without the drug. For the clonal analysis, FAPs Prdm16cKO and FAPs Str were directly FACS-sorted and plated as single cells onto 96-multiwell plates (Falcon) and grown in Cyto-Grow (Resnova) complete medium for 23 days. Medium was changed every 72 hours.

The WT-1 brown preadipocytes (68) were grown to confluence in DMEM + 10% FBS. The human embryonic kidney 293T cells were grown in DMEM + 10% FBS. All cells were cultured in incubator at 37°C and 5% CO₂.

RNA interference
Down-regulation of G9a and GLP expression by siRNA-mediated KD was performed by transfection with DharmaFECT Transfection Reagents (Dharmacon), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and as control (Scramble), we used Mission siRNA Universal Negative Control (Sigma-Aldrich). Sequences are detailed in data file S2.

Immunofluorescence
For immunofluorescence on FAPs, coverslips were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 20 min at room temperature and permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS, and unspecific signals were blocked with 4% BSA in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies for GLP, G9a, GFP, H3K9me1, and LaminA/C (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and Perilipin (Sigma-Aldrich) were diluted 1:100; all were diluted in blocking solution overnight at 4°C. Antibody binding was revealed using species-specific secondary antibodies coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 or 594 (Thermo Fisher Scientific; 1:500), Cy5 (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:250), or Cy3 streptavidin (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:2500) for IgG staining. Nuclei were visualized by counterstaining with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS. Primary antibodies used were Laminin (Sigma-Aldrich; 1:300), GFP (Abcam; 1:1000), eMyHC [DSHB (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, University of Iowa (US); 1:10)], Myogenin (Abcam; 1:100), Perilipin (Sigma-Aldrich; 1:200), Collagen3A1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology; 1:200), Dys (Thermo Fisher Scientific; 1:100), and biotin goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:1000). To reduce background when using mouse antibodies, sections were incubated with FAB (Fragment antigen-binding) goat anti-mouse IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch; 1:100) for 1 hour at room temperature after incubation with blocking solution.

Proximity ligation assay
For PLA experiments on FAPs, coverslips were fixed with 4% PFA in PBS for 20 min at room temperature. Cells were permeabilized with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS and blocked with 4% BSA in PBS for 1 hour at room temperature. Detection of protein interactions was performed using the Duolink System (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Samples were analyzed with an inverted microscope Eclipse Ti (Nikon) using a 60× [oil immersion, numerical aperture (NA) 1.4] objective and a Clara camera (Andor Technology). Images were acquired in automated mode with the JOBS module of the Nis-Elements H.C. 5.11 software. The “general analysis” module of Nis-Elements H.C. 5.11 was then used for automatic spot count; PLA signals were identified on the basis of fixed parameters in all images, and those touching the edges of nuclei (defined by DAPI signal) were counted.
DNA fluorescent in situ hybridization

Fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) was carried out on cells that adhered to glass coverslips coated with ECM gel (Sigma-Aldrich) using nick-translated BAC DNA (BAC RP23-471-MyoD Locus) that incorporate Cy 3–deoxyuridine triphosphate (Enzo Life Sciences). Three-dimensional (3D) DNA FISH on FAPs was performed with some modifications of already described procedures (69). Briefly, cells were fixed in 4% PFA (20 min at 4°C) and preprocessed by freeze-thawing permeabilization to ensure the preservation of nuclear structures. After denaturation, FISH probes were hybridized overnight at 37°C, and samples were washed, DAPI-stained, and mounted in ProLong Diamond reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were imaged with an inverted microscope (Olympus IX73) equipped with a confocal imaging (Crest X-Light) spinning disk, a CoolSNAP MYO charge-coupled device camera (Photometrics), and a Lumencor Spectra X light-emitting diode illumination. Images were acquired with 60× NA 1.35 oil objective (UPlanSAPO) and MetaMorph (Molecular Devices) using 300 ms (Cy3), 300 ms (fluorescein), or 100 ms (DAPI) as exposure time. Confocal images were taken with a 0.2-μm-step Z-stacks. 3D reconstructions and 3D distance between the center of mass of the DNA FISH spots and the inner surface of the lamina were performed by using Huygens Professional software.

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction

Total RNA was extracted with TRI Reagent (Sigma-Aldrich), and 0.5 to 1 μg was retrotranscribed using the High-Capacity Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). qRT-PCR was performed on a StepOnePlus instrument (Applied Biosystem) using SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) following the manufacturer’s indications. qRT-PCR data were analyzed according to the 2-ΔΔCt method using glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (Gapdh) levels as a reference control gene. Data are presented as mean of log2 fold changes. Primers sequences used in this study are shown in data file S2.

RNA sequencing

Libraries for RNA-seq were performed following Smart-seq2 protocol (70) using 5 ng of total RNA. Paired-end reads were aligned to the mouse reference genome mm10 using STAR v2.7 (71) without allowing multimapping reads (--outFilterMultimapNmax 1). PCR duplicates were removed using samblast (72). Gene counts were calculated using feature Counts (73) with parameters -s 0 -t exon -g gene_name using GENCODE (74) M21 (GRCh38). Differential expression analyses were performed using the R package DESeq2 v1.20 (75) using default parameters. Log2 fold changes and adjusted P values were corrected using the apeglm (76) and IHW (independent hypothesis weighting) (77) packages, respectively. Genes with an absolute log2 fold change of 0.5 and a false discovery rate (FDR) of <0.1 were considered as differentially expressed. GSEA analyses were performed with the R package cluster Profiler (78) with default parameters.

Cell lysis and immunoblot

Total proteins were prepared by resuspending cells in radioimmuno-precipitation assay buffer: 50 mM tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, and protease and phosphatase inhibitors (Roche). Protein concentration was determined using a BCA (Bicinchoninic acid assay) assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cell lysate was denatured at 95°C for 5 min. The cell lysates were resolved on 4 to 15% TGX gradient gels (Bio-Rad) and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane (Amersham). Membranes were blocked with 5% nonfat dried milk in tris-buffered saline (TBS) with 0.2% Tween 20 for 1 hour at room temperature and then incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C. Primary antibodies used were P7x (paired-box 7) and MF20 (1:20); Prdm16 (1:200); GLP, PDGFRα, aSMA, and H3K9me2 (1:500); G9a, SETDB1, Suv39h1, H3K9me1, H3K9me3, H3, Perilipin, Lamin B, and Lamin A/C (1:1000); and Gapdh and Tubulin (1:5000). After washing in TBS with 0.2% Tween 20, membranes were incubated with species-specific horseradish peroxidase–conjugated secondary antibodies for 1 hour at room temperature. After washing in TBS with 0.2% Tween 20, blots were developed with Western lightning enhanced chemiluminescence (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and signal detected with ChemiDoc (Bio-Rad). Quantification of protein expression levels was performed using Gapdh/Tubulin protein level as a reference using the Image Lab 6.0 software (Bio-Rad).

 Immunoprecipitation

Endogenous co-IPs were performed on nuclear extracts of WT-1 cells. Briefly, nuclei were obtained upon cell lysis in cytosolic lysis buffer [10 mM tris (pH 7.9), 10 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EDTA (pH 8), and 0.1 mM EGTA] and extracted in nuclei lysis buffer [20 mM tris (pH 7.9), 400 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8), and 1 mM EGTA]. Nuclear extracts were then sonicated on a Bioruptor Power-Up (Diagenode), centrifuged at 14,000 for 20 min at 4°C, and precleared with Protein A/G magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 2 hours at 4°C. Immunoprecipitation of 2 μg (for Prdm16 IP) and 1 μg (for LaminB IP) of the nuclear extract was then carried out overnight at 4°C with the specified antibodies [15 μg of anti-Prdm16 (Abcam, ab106410), 5 μg of anti-LaminB (Abcam, ab16048), and corresponding equal amounts of normal rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) were used as negative IP controls]. Beads were then added for 2 hours to recover immunocomplexes and then washed six times with IP buffer [50 mM tris (pH 7.9), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA (pH 8), and 1 mM EGTA]. Immunocomplexes were eluted with 25 μl of Laemmli sample buffer (4×) and heated at 95°C for 10 min before SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE).

Chromatin fractionation

FAPs were washed in PBS and extracted in cytoskeleton (CSK) buffer [10 mM Pipes (pH 6.8), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 300 mM sucrose, 3 mM MgCl2, protease inhibitors, and 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride supplemented with 1 mM dithiothreitol and 0.5% Triton X-100]. After 5 min at 4°C, the cytoskeletal fraction was separated from soluble proteins by centrifugation at 800g for 3 min, and the supernatant was designated the S1 fraction. The pellets were washed with an additional volume of CSK buffer. Chromatin was solubilized by DNA digestion with 25 U of ribonuclease-free DNase (Invitrogen) in CSK buffer for 30 min at 37°C. Ammonium sulfate was added in CSK buffer to a final concentration of 250 mM. After 5 min at 4°C, samples were pelleted again at 2500g for 3 min at 4°C, and the supernatant was designated as S2 fraction. After a wash in CSK buffer, the pellet was further extracted with 2 M NaCl in CSK buffer for 5 min at 4°C and centrifuged at 2500g for 3 min at 4°C; the supernatant was designated as S3 fraction. This treatment removed all the DNA and histones from the nucleus, as shown by SDS-PAGE. After two washes with NaCl 2 M CSK, the insoluble
pellets were solubilized in 8 M urea buffer and were considered the nuclear matrix–containing fraction (S4). Supernatants from each extraction step were quantified and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation**

For ChIP analysis, the DNA was cross-linked to proteins with 1% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich). After incubation for 15 min at room temperature in gently agitation, glycine was added to a final concentration of 0.125 M for 5 min. The cells were washed twice with cooled PBS, scraped, and pelleted. Chromatin was prepared by two subsequent extraction steps (10 min at 4°C) with buffer 1 [50 mM Heps/KOH (pH 7.5), 140 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 10% glycerol, 0.5% NP-40, and 0.25% Triton X-100] and buffer 2 [200 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM EGTA, and 10 mM tris (pH 8)]. Nuclei were then pelleted by centrifugation at 800 g, resuspended in buffer 3 [50 mM tris (pH 8), 0.1% SDS, 1% NP-40, 0.1% Na-deoxycholate, 10 mM EDTA, and 150 mM NaCl], and subjected to sonicnation with Bio-Ruptor Power-Up (Diagenode) yielding genomic DNA fragments with a bulk size of 150 to 300 base pairs. Chromatin was precleared with Protein A/G magnetic beads (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 2 hours at 4°C, and immunoprecipitation with the specific antibodies was carried out overnight at 4°C. For H3K9me2 ChIP, we used 1 µg of chromatin/IP [quantified by Qubit DNA broad kit (Life Technologies)] in which we added 5% (50 ng) of chromatin derived from S2 Drosophila melanogaster cells to use as a reference for ChIP-seq normalization (79). For LaminB ChIP, 5 µg of chromatin/IP was used. IP was performed with 2 µg of anti-H3K9me2 (Abcam, ab1220) and 5 µg of anti LaminB (Abcam, ab16048); equal amounts of normal rabbit IgG (Santa Cruz Technology) were used as negative IP controls. Beads were then added for 2 hours to recover DNA-protein complexes and then washed twice with low-salt buffer [0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM tris (pH 8), and 150 mM NaCl], twice with high-salt buffer [0.1% SDS, 1% Triton X-100, 2 mM EDTA, 20 mM tris (pH 8), and 500 mM NaCl], once with LiCl wash buffer [10 mM tris (pH 8.0), 1% Na-deoxycholate, 1% NP-40, 250 mM LiCl, and 1 mM EDTA], and twice with TE + 50 mM NaCl. Beads were then eluted in TE (Tris-EDTA) + 1% SDS at 65°C, and cross-linking was reversed overnight at 65°C in the presence of RNase. The eluted material was treated with Proteinase K for 2 hours and then phenol/chloroform-extracted and ethanol-precipitated. DNA was resuspended in water, and quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using PowerUp SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) and analyzed on StepOnePlus real-time PCR (Applied Biosystems). ChIP-qPCR results were represented as percentage of IP/input signal (percentage of input).

**Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing**

Spiked-in ChIP-seq libraries (ChIP-Rx) have been generated as previously described (80) using 5 to 10 ng of purified DNA and sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2000 or NovaSeq6000. Reads were aligned to the mouse reference genome mm10 and fly reference genome dm6, or to only mm10 in case of nonspiked libraries (LaminB), using bowtie v1.1.2 (81) with parameters -k1 -l 10 -X 1000 --best. PCR duplicates were removed using sambler (72). Unambiguous reads mapping both mm10 and dm6 were discarded. To normalize for differences in sample library size, a scaling factor for each sample was calculated as (1/total mapped reads) × 1,000,000 and was applied during BigWig file generation with the parameter-scale factors from bamCompare from deepTools 3.1 (82) with a bin size of 50. For ChIP-Rx samples, the scaling factor was calculated as described in (79). LaminB and H3K9me2 domains were called using EDD (34). For all H3K9me2 ChIP-seq analyses, the following parameters --bin-size 3 --gap-penalty 5 were used, while for LaminB, --bin-size 4 --gap-penalty 17 were used. Domains with an FDR of <0.05 were defined as significant. H3K9me2 and LaminB target genes were defined as those genes that were totally covered by a domain called by EDD. In the case of H3K9me2, the intersection of target genes from three independent biological replicates was used to define a list of bona fide H3K9me2 targets.

**Histological analysis**

For hematoxylin and eosin staining, frozen sections were washed with PBS to rehydrate them, fixed in 4% PFA for 10 min, and washed in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich) and briefly in distilled water. Then, sections were stained in hematoxylin (100%; Sigma-Aldrich) for 8 min, washed in running tap water, and then counterstained with eosin (100%; Sigma-Aldrich) for 1 min. After rinsing in distilled water, cryosections were dehydrated with increasing percentages of ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich), fixed in o-Xylene (Sigma-Aldrich), and mounted with Eukitt medium (Sigma-Aldrich). For Oil Red O staining, the sections were washed with PBS to rehydrate them. Later, sections were fixed for 20 min with 4% PFA. After washes with distilled water, sections were incubated with 60% isopropanol (Sigma-Aldrich) for 5 min. After complete air dry, sections were incubated for 10 min with Oil Red O working solution (8.5 mM in 100% isopropanol; filtered). Oil Red O was then removed and immediately replaced with distilled water. After several washes, sections were mounted with glycerol (3:1 in PBS). For Sirius Red staining, cryosections were fixed in 100% acetone (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min and then incubated with Bouin’s solutions (Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min at room temperature. Sections were then stained with Picro-Sirius solution [0.1% Sirius Red F3B (Sigma-Aldrich) in picric acid (Sigma-Aldrich)] in the dark. After a brief wash in 10 mM HCl water solution (Sigma-Aldrich), sections were rinsed twice in 100% ethanol, once in o-Xylene, and lastly mounted with Eukitt medium (Sigma-Aldrich).

**Data quantification**

The Perilipin-positive droplets, as well as Oil Red O area, were quantified using ImageJ, calculating the area of the red pixels (square pixel) per field. The same procedure has been applied to evaluate the content of Collagen3A- and Sirius Red–positive areas. CSA was calculated using an ImageJ software plug-in (National Institutes of Health) ImageJ + macro (Macro_seg_5.modif.ijm.txt). Areas were measured on images taken randomly to cover the entire transverse area of the muscle section. To quantify immunofluorescence colocalization, we calculated the Mander’s coefficient using the JACoP plugin of ImageJ on confocal images (83). For radial angle fluorescence intensity, the fluorescence has been quantified using the ImageJ radial profile angle plugin, on a defined cone area of 20° placed on one radial direction along the major axis of the nucleus (see scheme in Fig. S1). The individual values of the fluorescence intensity within each distance range from the center (0 to 1, 1 to 2, 2 to 3, 3 to 4, 4 to 5, and 5 to 6 µm) have been graphed as dot plot. For WB analysis quantification, images from ChemiDoc have been analyzed by Image Lab software using the quantification tool to obtain densitometry results for lanes and bands.
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